LESSON: Ceramic Flower Bowls
Day Three Lesson Plan: Using Additive and Subtractive Techniques
Lead Teacher: Julia Edelmann
Unit Title: Ceramic Flower Bowls
Grade Level: 4
Number of students: Approx. 20
Class time: 50 minutes
I.

UNIT OVERVIEW (RATIONALE)

In this unit, students will create ceramic bowls in the shape of a flower. Students will practice
additive, subtractive, scoring and slipping, and glazing/painting, to create a unique flower with
different decorative elements. Students will follow a set of guidelines to ensure they are able to
practice all of the techniques being introduced, and build on prior experience and knowledge of
working with clay.
II.

LESSON OVERVIEW (RATIONALE)

In this lesson, the third of the unit, students will finish attaching the petals to the base of their
project, if not already done, and begin using the additive and subtractive clay techniques to
decorate their flower. Students will follow their original sketch as guidance for how they will use
the techniques. By the end of class, students will have completed their flower and it will be left
out to dry.
III.
IV.

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS
How can you use additive elements to decorate a clay project?
How can you use subtractive elements to decorate a clay project?
LEARNER OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES

V.

Students will have at least 2 additive and 2 subtractive techniques.
Students will successfully finish sculpting their clay flowers.
NATIONAL ART STANDARDS

-

VA:Cr2.2.4: When making works of art, utilize and care for materials, tools, and
equipment in a manner that prevents danger to oneself and others.

-

VI.
-

VII.

VA:Cr1.1.4: Brainstorm multiple approaches to a creative art or design problem.
VA:Cr1.2.4: Collaboratively set goals and create artwork that is meaningful and has
purpose to the makers.
PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION STANDARDS
9.1.3.B: Recognize, know, use and demonstrate a variety of appropriate arts elements and
principles to produce, review and revise original works in the arts.
9.1.3.H: Handle materials, equipment and tools safely at work and performance spaces.
9.1.3.J: Know and use traditional and contemporary technologies for producing,
performing and exhibiting works in the arts or the works of others.
ART/ARTISTS OF RELEVANCE

Owen Mann: Mann, a self-taught sculptor, dedicates his time to creating nature-inspired pieces
that appear to have been picked from a colorful flower bed. He individually fashions the
dozens—and, sometimes, even hundreds—of petals, spines, and leaves that comprise each
sculpture. He then arranges them in the unique, spiraling designs characteristic of the radial
flowers (namely, peonies and dahlias) and prickly plants he opts to emulate. Predominantly
painted in cool jewel tones like turquoise, teal, and jade and then coated in glaze, the finished
products put a porcelain twist on real-life botanicals.
(https://mymodernmet.com/owen-mann-floramics/#:~:text=Nature%2Dloving%2C%20New%20
York%2D,of%20succulents%20and%20blossoming%20blooms.)

VIII.
-

IX.

PREREQUISITES
Students have created a base and petals for their flower.
- If students have not finished attaching petals to base, they will continue working
on this.
INTERDISCIPLINARY CONNECTIONS

Math: Students will use additive and subtractive elements. Students can relate their
understanding of these techniques to math concepts.

X.
XI.

MATERIALS NEEDED FOR LESSON
Sketch/plan for flower
Clay
Clay mat
Styrofoam bowl
Clay tools
- Fettling knife, scratch tools, mat
Water
SAFETY HAZARDS

Clay can be messy, so students should be cautious when touching clothing or other objects while
working. While the tools are not dangerous, students should use tools correctly at all times.
XII.

TEACHER ACTIONS

Before class teacher prep:
- Set each bin with student projects at tables.
- Set cups with fettling knives and wooden tools, water cups at tables.
- Have clay ready to cut and give to students.
- Have demo supplies ready.
TIME
15 min

TEACHER ACTIONS
-

30 min

-

Welcome students to class.
Tell students they will continue working on their clay flowers, and
emphasize:
- Students must work efficiently (explain), no goofing around,
and it is important to be on task the whole class.
Demo:
- One additive element.
- One subtractive element.
Send students back to their seats and pass out supplies.
Call students up by table to get clay.
Reiterate the importance of staying on task, and give students studio
time.
Answer student questions.
Collect unused supplies from tables throughout the class.
Give a 5 minute warning for clean-up. After this, tell students to stop
cutting out pieces/attaching, and to put petals in their bowl to prepare

for clean up. Tell students to squish left-over clay together.
5 min

-

-

Instruct students it is time for clean-up, and list the following
procedures:
- Leave clay flowers on the table.
- Bring supplies/clay to the designated area and put in the
correct piles/containers.
- Call tables to wash hands.
Project clean-up procedures slide.

After class teacher prep:
- Set clay projects on a shelf to dry.
- Once projects are bone dry (about a week), fire in the kiln.
XIII.

ENDING THE LESSON

In the last few minutes of class, students will be encouraged to attach whatever clay pieces they
have made but haven’t been attached. Students will be reminded that this is the last class they
have to work on their flowers, and to get as much done as possible. At the end of class, the
teacher will collect clay flowers, and students will follow clean-up directions displayed on board.
XIV.

TRANSITION TO NEXT LESSON

Projects will dry for a week, and then they will be fired. After firing, students will use paint to
decorate their projects.
XV.

ACCOMODATIONS
-

XVI.

If students are unable to use tools to create additive and subtractive elements (due to fine
motor skills or missing a class), they can add their intended designs using paint/glaze.
Repeated instruction. Microphone or written instruction.
RESOURCES

https://www.textures.com/browse/flowers/20352
https://mymodernmet.com/owen-mann-floramics/#:~:text=Nature%2Dloving%2C%20New%20
York%2D,of%20succulents%20and%20blossoming%20blooms.

